INSURANCE MEN TO FIGHT REFERENDUM

Campaign of Education on New Code Is Planned by Oregon Federation.

SIGNING IS DISCOURAGED

Success of Movement Against Act Would Demonstrate Its Necessity, It is Declared by Spokesmen.

The referendum is launched against the proposed New Code of Insurance in Oregon with a campaign of education on the part of the insurance men. The Oregon Federation of Insurances is planning a campaign to demonstrate the necessity of the New Code.

The campaign will include the distribution of literature and the holding of meetings to educate the public about the benefits of the New Code.

The federation is urging all insurance men to sign the petition and to support the referendum.

BABY TESTS STILL INTEREST, DESPITE WHIMS OF PUBLIC

Popularity of Work Carried On by Parents' Educational Society Continues to Be Shown Despite Other Activities.

The popular Baby Tests are still continuing to attract interest despite other activities. The educational society continues to demonstrate the benefits of the tests.

The society is planning to expand its activities and to increase its membership.

Yes—It's a Touring Car—but it's also a Sedan

Overland

Broadway at Davis Street

Phone Broadway 3535

The Willys-Overland Company, Toledo, Ohio

Equal values in every feature and in every detail. Overland's new line of Touring Cars and Sedans is the complete fulfillment of the demands of the modern motorist. The vehicle is a car that will give you the best in performance and comfort. You will find that the Overland is the car that will give you the greatest satisfaction for your money. You will find that the Overland is the car that will give you the greatest satisfaction for your money.

The Overland is the car that will give you the greatest satisfaction for your money.

NOTICE

Of Advance in Prices

Announcement is hereby made of an advance in prices to dealers and consumers, effective April 2, 1917, on pneumatic automobile tire casings and motorcycle tire casings and on pneumatic tubes and motor truck tires. Specific information as to the new price schedule may be had from any Goodyear Service Station dealer.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.

Akron, Ohio

Guard Chief Here

Col. L. L. Hayden Arrives in Command District.

Orders Awaited, He Says

Army Men Commend With Colleague War and McMullan, but Decline to Disclose Probable Date of Operation.

Colonel John L. Proctor, newly appointed commandant of the First Territorial District,ną arrived in Portland on Wednesday evening and will hold conferences with the city officials to discuss the problems of the district.

The colonel is expected to announce the date of the operation in the near future.

RESCUE AIDES BUSY

Problems of Nursery and Louise Home Are Discussed.

SOCIETY ELECTS OFFICERS

Pacific Coast Prominent Workers Cooperate Methods to Improve Conditions in Institutions—Cost of Each Elf $1 to $4.

Prostitution being done with the cooperation of nurses.

The members of the Pacific Coast Protective League meet with the nurses of the city to discuss the problems of the institutions and to improve the conditions.

The league is working to reduce the cost of each life to $1 to $4.

Wheeler Mill Runs Again

Eight Centuries for Employees Are Ordered by Company.

Wheeler Mill, Portland, Oregon.

Wheeler Mill, Portland, Oregon, has run again, after a long period of inactivity. The company has ordered eight centuries for the employees.

The mill is expected to be a big factor in the Portland economy.

Cow Testing Profitable

Profit to Fruit, Dairy, Wool for Unprofitable Animals.

The testing of dairy and wool for unprofitable animals is expected to be a profitable business.

The testing will be done by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.